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Tweet your questions and comments throughout tonight’s event

@LSELaw #LSESingh
@TimNewburn

How does Mr Justice Singh view the current controversy surrounding prisoners’ voting “rights”?

#LSESingh
@RobertCraig3

Do you think it is either useful or helpful to use the word ‘illegal’ in the context of international politics?

#LSESingh

tweet your questions and comments throughout tonight’s event

@LSELaw #LSESingh
You once said the most important word in the ECHR = ‘everyone’. Do u worry tht replacement of the HRA w/ a UK Bill of Rights might threaten this most important protection for EVERYONE to exclude some the more unpopular or marginalised in our society?

Tweet your questions and comments throughout tonight’s event @LSELaw #LSESingh
After the celebration of Belmarsh, is the ongoing control order/TPIM saga an example of the success of, or limitations of, legal accountability in counter-terrorism law. ie Can the courts really check an executive with such determination to perpetuate extraordinary illiberal measures?
@SeethingMead

Wd domestic h/rights protection be better served if pub. bodies were held to be acting unlawfully if they failed to consider them? #LSESingh

Tweet your questions and comments throughout tonight’s event

@LSELaw  #LSESingh
Tweet your questions

@LSELaw

#LSESingh
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